THE PROJECT
www.ringbahn.com takes a new look at the past and present of Berlin's Ringbahn,
shedding light on technical, architectural, and everyday aspects. For those in the
know, but especially for those just getting on board!

2. Humboldthöhe | The half-imploded bunker's former artillery platform
aﬀords a panoramic view over Gesundbrunnen | Volkspark Humboldthain

3. Curry Baude | Friendly and professional, here the curry wurst reins! One
of Berlin's best kiosks, to which the never-ending queue attests |
Badstraße 1-5

14. Mitte Museum | The exhibition is all about the historic districts Mitte,
Wedding, and Moabit | Pankstraße 47

13. Pfarrkirche St. Paul | A real Schinkel building on the outside, pure 1950s
on the inside. Classicism with a kidney-shaped pulpit | Badstraße 50-51

12. Bibliothek am Luisenbad | The beautiful neo-Baroque building was
augmented with a modern addition in 1995 and now houses a city library
branch | Travemünderstraße 2

11. Café Barrikade | The café oﬀers a communist cultural program for
friends of highbrow chaos | Buttmannstraße 2

10. Erkan Möbel Discount | Plastic glory for the bedroom somewhere
between Versailles and Barbie's dream house | Böttgerstraße 7

9. Autohöfe | Sparks fly out of the small workshop as cars of old are being
raised from the dead | entrance at Badstraße 59 or 62

8. Bistro Sila Manti + Gözleme Evi | Anatolian little dumplings (Manti)
and flatbread (Gözleme): a tasty alternative to the omnipresent döner |
Grüntaler Straße 17

7. Grüntaler Promenade | Green space with sculptures and playgrounds |
Grüntaler Straße

6. Lokal Karadiniz | Turkish cuisine from the Black Sea is the fare at this
small, modest restaurant | Bellermannstraße 15

5. Swinemünder Brücke | Popularly called the "Million-Dollar Bridge"
since 1905, thanks to the building costs of c. one million Goldmark
www.ringbahn.com a project of the

At one point it was thought to be the Baden-Baden of Berlin, but the small suburb
with its mineral springs was soon subsumed by the quickly growing capital. Today,
artists' ateliers, body shops, and old bunkers draw people to the neighborhood.

1. Berliner Unterwelten e.V. | The tour guide group's own museum tells
the stories of the creation of a metropolis, of nighttime air raids and
escape tunnels | Brunnenstraße 105

4. Gartenstadt Atlantic | The small front yards and green backyards are
the hallmark of this 1920s residential settlement | Behm- Ecke Bellermannstraße
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